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1: BACKGROUND: 
 
Located in the centre of Burnley, Thompson Park is a Grade 2 listed park, constructed 
during the 1930’s depression.  
 
Thompson Park was created thanks to the generosity of local mill owner James Witham 
Thompson. When he drew up his will in 1919, he left £50,000 (£2.2 million at today’s value) 
to Burnley Corporation for the specific purpose of constructing a park, one that would be 
quite different in character from the town’s existing parks. It was to be a pleasure garden, 
complete with a boating lake, tea pavilion, conservatory and ornamental gardens, where 
Burnley’s hardworking population could experience healthy outdoor pleasures usually only 
accessible to the affluent. 
 
The bequest was accepted enthusiastically by the Corporation and preliminary plans were 
published in the Burnley Express less than three weeks after J.W. Thompson’s death in May 
1920. However, construction was delayed for eight years owing to the danger of subsidence 
from mining operations beneath the Bank Hall Estate. The design of Thompson Park, its 
layout and principal features are credited to Arthur Race, the Borough Surveyor for Burnley 
from 1923 to 1935. Race’s layout for Thompson Park was ambitious; including Italian 
gardens, glasshouses, rose planting, classical columns, a lily pond, conservatory, boating 
lake and paddling pool. 
 
The inclusion of these features and the design of elements such as the Italian Gardens bear 
a strong resemblance to Stanley Park in Blackpool, designed by the renowned landscape 
architect Thomas Mawson with whom Race had previously worked. The Park was an instant 
success. Indeed, such was the public excitement that the Park was temporarily opened for 
the 1930 Whitsun Bank Holiday weekend and then closed so that work could be finished for 
the official opening in July 1930. (1) 

 

 

Image printed with kind permission of Burnley Library and U3A history group:  
Children enjoying the Italian Gardens in the 1930’s 
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The boating lake has always been a popular feature, originally Canadian canoes and rowing 
skiffs were the boats of choice, in living memory there have been motorboats, pedalos and a 
jetty regularly used by model boat enthusiasts. Boating, canoeing and kayaking continue as 
popular family activities, historically refreshments were made available from a small kiosk by 
the boat house.  
 
The boating lake is spanned by an original ornamental bridge, there are also two further 
bridges which cross the adjacent river Brun and connecting them all are tree lined riverside 
walks on each side. Construction used reinforced and in-situ cast concrete together with low 
parapets and iron balustrades which were all innovative techniques in their time and are of 
historic interest today. 
 
Between the boat house and the river lies the children's playground and paddling pool. The 
playground, planned as part of the original design, was opened in June 1932. The paddling 
pool continues to be in use and is filled daily during summer weekends and holidays, 
attracting large numbers of children and their families. It is believed to be one of very few 
traditional park paddling pools remaining in the North West and for families living in terraced 
houses with no gardens, the park and paddling pool are a much-valued facility.  
 
Adjoining the paddling pool was an octagonal timber shelter dating from the early 1930s. 
This served as a shelter in all weathers and was well positioned close to the play area and 
paddling pool to serve as a meeting place. Unfortunately, it was considered beyond repair 
and in 2018 was demolished.  
 
Some tree planting pre-dates the park with additional planting carried out during construction 
in the late 1920's and later phases of planting in the 1970’s and 1990’s. It's worth noting that 
the number, diversity and age of the trees is actually a less talked about but key feature of 
the park and without the trees the park would not be the haven for people and wildlife that it 
is. 

 
An historical aerial view of the park (pre 1975) showing the surrounding terraced housing and cotton 
mills. The contrast between the vegetation of the park and the hard landscaping of the adjacent 
residential and industrial areas is significant. 
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A pre-restoration aerial view of the park (c. 2014) clearly showing the surrounding terraced housing 
and the proximity of Burnley’s modern town centre (top left). The contrast between the vegetation of 
the park and the hard landscaping of the adjacent areas remains significant to this day. 

 
North-west of the lake are the sunken Italian Gardens, laid out with formal beds set in grass 
between stone paths and flanked by raised paths on all four sides. There was little evidence 
of the 32 Doric stone columns that had to be removed on safety grounds and are being 
stored pending an opportunity for restoration. Two attractive stone shelters with terracotta 
roman tile roofs are retained at either end. 
 
To the south-west of the Italian Gardens is the Beech Garden, a circular garden with tall 
beech hedges enclosing a herbaceous border set around an inner circular path and a central 
Blue Cedar stands as a feature tree.  
 
Running around the perimeter of the Italian and Beech Gardens, the 7¼" gauge miniature 
railway is a recent and very popular addition to the park (2001), complimenting the other 
traditional park facilities and attracting visitors from across Pennine Lancashire. Run and 
maintained entirely by volunteers the miniature railway hosted around 12,000 rides in 2013. 
 
On the south-east side of the lake there is a sheltered semi-circular formal rose garden; 
originally planted with 5,000 roses but now much reduced. The central feature of the rose 
garden is the Mackenzie Memorial (listed grade II), erected in 1931 in memory of the 
pioneering cardiologist Sir James Mackenzie who practiced in Burnley from 1897 to 1907. It 
comprises a bronze bust by F Roslyn set in a granite niche mounted in a sandstone ashlar 
wall. 
 
The park is overlooked on its main frontage on Ormerod Road by Victorian terraced villas 
and the principal entrance marked by a formal arrangement of one double and two single 
period iron gates set in brick and stone gateposts with short return walls on either side. 
 
Fast forward to 2016, and the park, located in one of the most deprived communities in the 
North West, has retained almost all of its original facilities and still attracts families from 
across Pennine Lancashire.  
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Despite the best efforts of the Council, the buildings and other infrastructure of the park, 
including the boating lake, boat house, play area, paddling pool (now rare), pavilion, 
octagonal shelter and ornamental gardens were deteriorating and this unique heritage was 
at risk of being lost without a significant and timely intervention.  
 
The Restoration of Thompson Park aimed to engage the community in restoring, 
interpreting and celebrating the heritage of this much-loved park, ensuring that it continues 
as a vibrant place, offering affordable opportunities for outdoor recreation, relaxation and fun 
for generations to come. 
 

Post restoration (c 2019) clearly showing improved path network seating and Italian Gardens 

 

Post restoration (c 2019) examples of accessible activities for all. 
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2 : HISTORY: 
 
Much of the site of Thompson Park was formerly farmland including Lower Ridge Farm, 
which was in existence until 1906, Sand Holme farm, a plantation, and allotments. The area 
to the north-west of the River Brun was formerly part of the grounds of Bank Hall.  
 
Bank Hall was the home of General Sir James Yorke Scarlett. In the Crimean War he led the 
successful Charge of the Heavy Brigade at Balaclava. General Scarlett died in 1871. Bank 
Hall was unfortunately demolished in 1993 after a long and fascinating history. (2)  
 

Bank Hall, home of General Sir James Yorke Scarlett.  

 
The Italian Gardens were created in the area formerly known as Bank Hall Meadow where cows and 
horses once grazed. 

The area that Thompson Park 

now occupies was literally a 

‘meadow by the river Brun’ or 

‘Brun Lea’ giving our town its 

name ‘Burnley’.  
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Flowing through the centre of Thompson Park is the River Brun, which is of significant 

historical importance, not least as it once supplied the drinking water from Shorey Well for 

the local area known as ‘Top o’ the Town’.  

 

Shorey Well supplied drinking water for the Top o’ the Town area of Burnley  
Photograph printed with permission of Lancashire Library Services, J. Allen Burnley Express 1894 
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The Shorey Well steppingstones were removed in 1906. 
 

 
Burnley Borough Council (then known as Burnley Corporation) obtained an option to 
purchase the site from local mine owner Sir J O S Thursby in 1920 and approved the 
purchase in October 1922.  
 

  
 
Work on the park began in November 1928 with the construction of the nine hundred feet long boating 
lake spanned by an ornamental bridge. 
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Construction workers were largely recruited from the unemployed people in Burnley. With 
supervision and training provided it was an excellent example of a job creation scheme 
during a time of national recession. The Borough Engineer named on the gate plaque 
commemorating the opening is Arthur Race, with the Town Clerk, Colin Campbell, and the 
Mayor, Alderman H R Nuttall JP, are also listed. 
 
 

 
Construction workers inspect the foundations of the ornamental bridge that will span the new boating 
lake. 
 

 
An incredible image showing the timber arched support construction technique used for the 
ornamental bridge that will span the boating lake. 

 

Construction workers mid lake construction 
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A weir was constructed upstream to enable water to be diverted to the 1.2-hectare (3 acre) 

boating lake and children's paddling pool (Tap water is now used to fill the paddling pool). 

The weir became a flood monitoring station for the Environment Agency, an early warning 

system designed to help protect the residents and businesses of Burnley.  

The park itself acts as an important flood plain and located downstream there stands a 

substantial 14-foot weir which is one of the oldest features in Burnley dating from 1292 – 

before the harrowing of the North.  

 
The official opening of Thompson Park took place on 16 July 1930. 

 

 
The Pavilion Tea Room in Thompson Park overlooked the spectacular boating lake (c. 1930) 
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The park also included a boathouse, a 22 metre by 8.4 metre conservatory, a tea-room 
pavilion, a rose garden, a herbaceous garden, Italian gardens, a lodge house, an 
ornamental bridge over the boating lake, and two further bridges over the river Brun. 
 
Over 5000 trees and shrubs, 7000 privets of different varieties, and 5000 rose trees were 
planted in the park, in addition to the bedding plants in the flower beds and exotic plants in 
the conservatory. 

 
The Conservatory, a popular feature in Thompson Park until 1975. 

 
The Conservatory stood near the main entrance to Thompson Park off Ormerod Road. In 
April 1963, a pond and waterfall became new features of the conservatory and housed the 
goldfish from the pond in the Italian Garden until1975, when the Conservatory was 
considered to be beyond repair and was eventually demolished despite protests from the 
community.  
 
During the Second World War the park was used for growing vegetables. The only bomb to 
fall on Burnley landed near the conservatory on 27 October 1940, damaging it and some of 
the adjacent houses and the college on Ormerod Road. Fortunately, the bomb narrowly 
missed the canal which borders the Park. If it had hit the canal the whole of Burney would 
have been flooded. Realising the risk that such a catastrophe would cause helped to change 
the way safety features were built into canals and ‘stop planks’ were invented and installed 
to help prevent flooding in future. 
 
The 1893 OS map of the area shows glasshouses which had formerly formed part of the 
grounds of Bank Hall. These were later to become a Maternity and Children's Hospital and 
eventually were developed into an innovative Open-Air School which was designed to help 
improve the health and wellbeing of children. The school ran until 1972 when it was 
eventually demolished, and the area incorporated into the park. 
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Burnley’s Open Air School c.1918, Lesson on the veranda with Headmistress Miss Ruby Mackay.  
Printed with permission of Lancashire County Library Service, Burnley Library photograph collection. 

 
 

 

The Paddling Pool has always been a popular feature of Thompson Park, image dates from c. 1930. 
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The Italian Gardens in 1930’s clearly showing the ornamental flower beds, stone paths, Doric 
columns and trellis adorned with flowering climbing plants.  
 

Bank Hall coal pit was close to the park and was in operation from 1869 until 1971. It used to 
be possible to see the steam engines pulling coal wagons along the mineral railway line from 
the children’s playground. The site of this railway line is now a footpath and the site of the 
coal pit now grassland and a car park (and has been since 1975).  
 
In 2001 the Burnley and Pendle Miniature Railway Society commenced the construction of 
the Thompson Park Miniature Railway, fondly known as ‘The Lollipop Line’. (3) 
 

 
 
The Mayor of Burnley, Councillor Frank Cant, enjoyed a ride on the restored tram of the Lollipop line. 

 
A key aim of the Restoration of Thompson Park is to continue to carry out historical 
research and uncover more information on the history and heritage of the park and to make 
this more accessible to visitors and users of the park in order to raise awareness of and 
appreciation for the park and to provide information for presentations, exhibitions and 
interpretation panels. 
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3: SOCIO ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS: 
 
Burnley is one of the most deprived district authorities in the UK and has recently had to face 
some of the largest cuts in government funding of any UK local authority. 
 
20 of Burnley’s 60 Lower Layer Super Output Areas (LSOA’s) ranked in the 10% most 
deprived areas nationally. These include the three areas of Bank Hall, Brunshaw and 
Daneshouse wards that lie immediately adjacent to Thompson Park. 
 
Residents of these areas experience the multiple deprivations of low incomes, poor health 
and live in poor quality terraced housing with no gardens. Car ownership is low and many 
families cannot afford to travel by public transport let alone take a holiday.  
 
Thompson Park fulfils the need for a good quality, easily accessible park where families can 
relax and have some fun. The paddling pool, sand area, boating lake, miniature railway and 
beautiful park allow families to enjoy a day out at little cost. 
 
With a predominantly BME community living to the north of Thompson Park and mainly white 
British to the south, Thompson Park is also one of only a few places where the two 
communities can share the same cultural experiences and do so in a relaxed setting, and in 
this respect Thompson Park plays an important role in community cohesion.  
 
Historically there have been some problems of a racial nature, mainly between groups of 
youths, which the Park Rangers work to manage throughout the year. There are 
opportunities to restore and utilise the range of facilities in the park to further develop and 
host events of all kinds, to share and enjoy together as well as create a new shared cultural 
heritage for generations to come. 
 
The deprivation of local communities brings with it significant health needs, related to 
obesity, diabetes, coronary and respiratory disease. Opportunities exist to promote healthy 
lifestyles in Thompson Park as part of the restoration programme. Examples include 
installing outdoor gym equipment, setting up measured walks/runs and linking with Burnley 
Leisure’s Get in2 programme of healthy lifestyle events.  
 
Another important aspect of the restoration work is to increasing and improve accessibility 
for all including disabled access predominantly by repairing the path network and 
incorporating disabled parking on the lower part of Thompson Park where the tree lined  
riverside walks, boating lake and Italian Gardens provide some of the few level areas in 
Burnley's parks.  
 
Burnley Borough Council has made a commitment to making the borough dementia friendly 
and this is to be reflected in the restoration of Thompson park specifically by incorporating a 
ramp and hand rails to access the Italian Gardens, seating and benches will have arm rests 
and tonal contrast in the design used for all interpretation and buildings. 
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4 : THOMPSON PARK: THE VISION: 
 

‘Restoring, interpreting and celebrating our heritage  
and protecting it for future generations.’ 

 
 
 

Community Engagement Ranger Victoria Woods with volunteers from local schools. 
 
An initial visitor survey carried out in 2014 demonstrated that Thompson Park already 
attracts a wide audience comprising of both local residents and visitors from outside the 
Burnley area. Interestingly 21% of visitors were of BME backgrounds which is relatively high 
when compared to an average population of 10.7% BME residents in the local population.  
 
75% of visitors were recorded to come from across Burnley’s three post code areas (BB11, 
BB10 & BB12) (33%, 25% & 17%) respectively with the remaining 25% of visitors coming 
from outside Burnley, reflecting the public interest in the park’s unique facilities.  
 
The results of the 2014 and 2016 community surveys (detailed in Appendix 1) demonstrate 
that the community would like to see significant improvements to many of the park facilities. 
Most striking of the results were the requests for improvements to the toilet facilities (70% 
and 55%) respectively, parking (50% and 44%) and the availability of refreshments (42% 
and 33%). Of high priority were also the provision of better seating (40% and 27%) 
improvements to the children’s play area and paddling pool (24% and 19%), improvements 
to the condition of the footpaths (25% and 17%), provision of information signs (24% and 
15%) and improved access for prams and wheelchairs (16% and 15%). 
 
If undertaken these practical improvements could be expected to significantly increase the 
number and diversity of the audience. Particularly ensuring the suitability of the park for the 
less able bodied and disabled visitors.  
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The Friends of Thompson Park group has been constituted and active since 1998. In recent 
years, the group has been reinvigorated by merging with the Friends of the adjacent Queens 
Park to become the Friends of Thompson and Queens Parks or FoTQP. 
 
FoTQP includes representatives of both users and stakeholders and meets on an occasional 
basis usually several times a year to plan and organise events in the parks Increasing the 
membership base of the Friends group will be an asset for the park and will help to ensure 
its members develop the skills and confidence to play a greater role in the running and 
development of the park in the future. 
 
Community surveys in 2014 and 2016 identified a low awareness of the park’s heritage but a 
keen interest (70%) to learn more. The project aims to engage people in the heritage of 
Thompson Park in activities that will be developed and coordinated by a part time 
Community Engagement Ranger. 
 
 
Proposed activities outlined in the activity plan by theme include: 
 
Theme 1: Exploring and sharing our heritage:  

1. Bank Hall and All That 
2. The Heritage Hub 
3. Guided Walks Programme 
4. Interpretation 

 
Theme 2: Healthy living: 

5 Getin2 
6 Walks 
7 Women's Fitness Activities 

 
Theme 3: Animating the Park: 

8 Festival of Light 
9 Music and Arts Programme 

 
Theme 4: Learning and skills: 

10 Horticulture 
11 Little Diggers 
12 Volunteer In Parks 
13 Education Resources 

 
Theme 5: Capacity building: 

14 Community Engagement Ranger 
15 Promotion and Marketing 
16 Friends and Volunteers 
17 CSR 

 
Capital works to restore the heritage of the park are to include: 

1. The Pavilion 
2. The Bridges 
3. The Lake and The Boathouse 
4. The Italian Garden 
5. The Paddling Pool 
6. The Play Area 
7. Access, path network and parking 
8. Over-mature pleasure gardens 
9. Seats, bins, signs, interpretation, railings and gates 
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How data will be collected to inform the evaluation: 

- Feedback from events and activity days: 

o Family Fun Weekend(s) 

o Generate Project 

o Guided walks 

o Santa stroll(s) 

o CSR activities 

o Memory walk 

o Sports activities 

o 10K race 

 

- Feedback from delivery partners: 

o Burnley Leisure Staff 

o National Citizen Service 

o Burnley Youth Theatre 

o Blaze 

o Friends of Thompson and Queens Park 

o University of Third Age 

 

- Community consultation: 

o Thompson Park Survey  

o Volunteer survey 

 

- Press coverage:  

o Magazine articles in print and on-line 

o Newspaper reports 

o Conservation Heritage Journal 

o Lancashire Life 

o Social media content 

 

- Steering Group meetings, minutes, interim reports and updated activity tables 

- Talking with stakeholders 

- Photographic records of project progression 

- Visitor numbers 

- Database record of volunteer activities 

- Film footage of events and volunteer activities 
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5 : THEME 1 : EXPLORING AND SHARING OUR HERITAGE 

 

Background: (Reference Appendices Q9 and Q10) 

In 2016, when asked, 49% of people surveyed (from a total of 118) felt they had a good 
understanding of the history of Thompson Park, 41.5% felt they had little to no knowledge of 
its history and 62% of those asked felt they would like to know more about its history.  
 

 
In 2017 the figures remain similar for both the number of people who felt they had a good 
understanding of the history of Thompson Park (45.6%), and those who felt they had little to 
no knowledge of its history (41.3%). However there appears to be a significant increase in 
interest in finding out more about the history of the park (82%). The fact that the physical 
works had started, and the improvements were becoming visible may have been one spark 
that generated more interest. In addition, several historical articles were being produced by 
members of the Steering Group and published in the Burnley Express. There was also an 
increase in the publicity generated following the success of the funding application for the 
Restoration of Thompson Park, all factors which could be expected to have helped to 
generate additional interest in the heritage of the park.  
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By 2018, the activity plan was in full swing, guided walks and heritage tours were being 
hosted in the park. Survey results now indicate an increase in those who felt they had a 
good understanding of the history of the park (60.4%), whilst those who felt they had little to 
no knowledge of its history fell to (30.2%). Given that more people felt they had a good 
understanding it is interesting that a relatively high 60% confirmed that they would like to 
learn even more. These figures appear to suggest a cumulative effect whereby a little 
information can spark further interest in finding out even more.  
 
As the park is well loved, and many of the local community have lived there for generations, 
it may be expected that local visitors and users of the park would have some knowledge of 
its history. However, because the nature of the question is quite subjective: 
 

"Do you feel that you have a good understanding of the history 
and heritage of Thompson Park?" 

The ‘Yes/No/Maybe’ responses generated by the 2016, 2017 and 2018 surveys helped to 
simplify the processes of collation and comparison of the results. However, what these 
figures do not convey is precisely what level of detail of history people were actually aware 
of.  
 
Interestingly an initial questionnaire (dating from 2014) had asked a more specific question:  
 

"Thompson Park has a very special history and it is nearly 100 years old. 
Do you know who James Witham Thompson was and what did he do?" 

 
Such a detailed question can be very useful in a guided activity or educational setting or for 
a group activity or workshop or for a quiz to win prizes for example at a park event.  
 
Unfortunately, at this level of detail and complexity, such a question is likely to deter the 
general public from completing and returning a park user survey. In part because of the 
length of time it takes to read (and consider/answer) the question(s). Also, because it can 
feel intimidating and/or embarrassing to not know the answer. The open nature of the 
question does encourage and enable a wide range of responses, which is helpful in a guided 
educational setting where the facilitator wishes to elicit and gather as much information as 
possible, however this also significantly increases the complexity of collating and comparing 
results in a general survey. 
 
The activities within the theme of exploring and sharing our heritage were designed to be 
accessible on a range of levels in order to reach as wide an audience as possible. Ensuring 
that the heritage of our Park would be celebrated in a number of ways from simple/striking 
images that people see briefly to attractively presented information in-situ as well as more 
detailed information available during interactive events and virtually as a research resource. 
 
The activity plan outlined the following four topics: 

1. Bank Hall and All That 
2. The Heritage Hub 
3. Guided Walks  
4. Interpretation 

 
The intention for these 4 activities was to engage the local community in not only the history 
of the park, but also the act of investigating, interpreting and enjoying our history.  
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Bank Hall and all that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activities 2016 - 2020: 
 
Heritage research with adult volunteers: 
 

 
Heritage research volunteers visit Stanley Park, Blackpool, considered to be the one of the 
inspirations for the design of Thompson Park, Burnley. 
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Heritage researchers join guided walk 
led by local historian Roger Frost 

 

The topics identified and researched by our adult volunteers included: 

1. Why Build a Park? (Social history of Burnley in 1920s) 

2. Why Build the Park There? (Reasons for the current site) 

3. People Associated with Thompson Park (Borough Engineer Race, Architect Thomas 

Mawson, Benefactor JW Thompson et al) 

4. Open Air School 

5. Technical Institute 

6. Maternity Hospital 

7. Thompson Park Lodge 

8. Military Hospital 

9. Boating Lake and Boat House 

10. Mackenzie Memorial 

11. Italian Garden 

12. Pavilion Tea Room 

13. Railways (Ginny Track & Mineral Line) 

14. Miniature Railway 

15. 352 Squadron ATC Headquarters 

16. Generations Over Time (Memories of Family visits)  

17. Generations Over Time (Memories of Family visits)  

18. Before Thompson Park (From early days, including surrounding buildings) 
19. Events in the Park (Coronations, Jubilees, World Wars, Festival of Britain Queen 

1951, Pendleside Hospice Paint Ball Run et al) 
20. Paddling Pool 
21. Bridges 
22. Conservatory and Rose Garden 
23. Prestige Factory 

 
Some of the results of the heritage research work was presented at events including the 

annual conference of the University of the Third Age (U3A) attended by over 300 people. 

The information will continue to be used to inform interpretation boards being designed and 

located throughout the park.  

Resources produced by the volunteers include a power point presentation which has been 

used as a background display in the restored boathouse now a popular café area. Also 

available are a detailed A4 booklet and topical handouts which will be downloadable from 

the internet once the web site of the Friends of the Park group is made live. 

‘On behalf of the U3A Local History Group I would like 

to thank you for all your planning to enable such a 

successful visit to Thompson Park.  It was an ideal 

start to the 'Bank Hall and All That ... ' project.  We 

were even blessed with sunshine for our outing. Our 

members appreciated the welcome we received and 

being able to use the Thompson Park Railway 

Clubhouse as our assembly point.  The tea and coffee 

were most welcome. Roger Frost's informative guided 

tour enabled our members to have an overview of the 

area and the current activities - thank you’ 
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Heritage research carried out with young volunteers aged 11 - 16: 

 
Young heritage research volunteers ask the public for their memories during a family fun event in 
Thompson Park. 
 

. 
Heritage photographs were mounted and utilised in a performance by the young volunteers together 
with a recorded soundtrack of people’s memories generated during an intergenerational event hosted 
by Burnley Youth Theatre. 
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‘I liked people laughing and smiling whilst 

the performance was on’ - Ellie (Generate 

Project Participant) 

‘A stunning Performance capturing the 

beauty of Thompson Park and our 

Towns Heritage’ – Christine Hutchinson 

(Audience Member) 

‘I think this Project is a perfect example 

that Burnley is moving forward and 

young people are being able to learn 

our heritage as well as make their 

mark on theirs’ Bill Craig (Audience 

Member) 

‘I have made so many amazing friends 

on this project and learned so much I 

didn’t even know about elderly 

people’s lives when they were my age’ 

- Kevin (Generate Project Participant ) 

‘I really loved being part of group 

which celebrates Burnley and its 

greatness’ Matthew (Generate 

Project Participant) 

‘Summer sun days Thompson Park is the 

place to be’ - Carol Bennet (50 

Something Theatre Company) 

‘Editing the soundtrack has been so good 

– I really felt I have gained a skill I didn’t 

even know I had’ – Ed (Generate Project 

Participant) 
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Outcomes included personal development for the young people: 

Case study: Eshan (13) 

Eshan’s initial reasons for joining the project were an interest in Burnley’s Heritage and 

wanting to be a part of a group outside of school. However, as the project developed, I 

saw Eshan engage with a real mature creative approach, he started to developed skills in 

Drama, Movement and Creative writing. His enthusiasm to the project was outstanding and 

something his schoolteacher thought she would never see as his engagement at school is 

not always there. His Mum said his confidence had grown massively and I saw this too with 

Eshan leading the group in conversations and Creative tasks.  

Eshan is a real big achievement from the Project and now Eshan is attending sessions at 

Burnley Youth Theatre on our core programme and engaging with other projects outside of 

school.  

Case study : Shannon (14) 

Shannon had very little confidence, self-esteem and willingness to take part in anything 

other than school. Her mum was very shocked that Shannon was even taking part in this 

project in the beginning. When Shannon started the Project, she would take herself out of 

the group to sit alone as she was not confident enough to be taking part in the group 

activities. However, as the process grew on Shannon each week grew and grew till the end 

of the Project when Shannon actually cried that it had ended. She had made so many 

friends on her journey and developed so much confidence and really found a place she felt 

herself.  

Shannon is prime example of the growth and development a young person went through on 

this project.  

 

  

‘I’m defiantly going to go to Thompson Park with my 

friends and try out the boating lake – it looks so much fun’ 

- Anastasia (Generate Project Participant) 
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Heritage research was carried out with groups of young volunteers aged 16 - 25: 
 

  

Publicity generated to attract Young people to help make a difference, over 9 young people joined the group, 

meeting every Thursday evening and some weekends from October 2018 through to March 2019. 

 

Young people making a difference as part of their research, a canal clean-up one January morning, items found 

included a personal collection of letters written in hindu as well as rubbish of all types from shopping trollies to 

a bed setee, plastic bottles and broken toys… all of which told a story... 
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Summary of Bank Hall and All That community engagement activities 2018 - 2020 

 

  

 Original target  
outputs and outcomes 

Actual achieved  
outputs and outcomes 

Target audience Local community, U3A Local community, U3A,  
Young people 11 – 16 
Young people 16 – 25 

Courses run 1 ten session course 3 courses (1 for each age range) 
Each hosting more than 10 sessions 

People trained 12 70 different individuals were directly 
involved in undertaking detailed heritage 
research  

Local history 
research group 

4 people form a local 
history research group 

The 5 local groups who gained and 
continue to develop skills in local history 
as a result of participating in this project 
include: U3A, BYT, Blaze, Super Slow 
Way and Friends of the Park 
4 people continue to work with the 
Friends of the park group to develop the 
heritage interpretation boards after 
completion of the restoration project 

Volunteer hours 480 volunteer hours 1179 volunteer hours recorded 
(NB the total volunteer time is actually 
far greater than this as explained below) 

 
 
Significant changes from the logic model for Bank Hall and All That: 
 
The decision, in October 2018, to change the use of the Pavilion Building, was to have a 
significant impact in the method of delivery of the project as there was no longer going to be 
an exhibition in the pavilion. Instead the heritage information was to be located around the 
park in-situ and made available on-line for example as a guided walk/heritage trail.  
 
Unfortunately, the local historian, originally identified to lead a training course in local history 

research, suffered significant health issues prior to the start of the project making it 

Date Description Participation

New 

Volunteers 

Unskilled

Hours 

Unskilled vol

Days 

Unskilled Vol

Volunteers 

Skilled

Hours skilled 

vol

Days skilled 

vol
GIK Vol time

08-May-18
Guided walk with U3A, Historical research, Miniature railway 

volunteers gave introduction and hosted event
18 1 3 0 2 6 1 £150

22-May-18
Bank Hall and All that visit to Stanley Park Blackpool, historical 

tour and hosted by friends group
14 12 84 12 0 0 0 £600

14-May-19

Guided walk with visiting group 'Friends of Stanley Park', 

volunteer members of Friends of Thompson and Queens Park 

delivered presentations and assisted all day

18 4 8 1 0 0 0 £50

30-Mar-18
Sir John Thursby Community College, Thompson Park heritage 

workshops in school with BYT Jan - March 2018
150 3 0 0 0 0 0 £0

30-Mar-18
Blessed Trinity, Thompson Park heritage workshops in school 

with BYT Jan - March 2018
135 3 0 0 0 0 0 £0

10-Apr-18
Bank Hall and All That planning meeting with U3A Historical 

Society
19 17 36 5 0 0 0 £250

30-Apr-18

Heritage research memory day, young people work with BYT 

and elderly residents groups to carry out interviews and record 

people's memories of the park

65 14 28 4 0 0 0 £200

13-May-18
Guided walk in Thompson Park with young people and Blaze for 

heritage/history research
14 0 28 4 0 0 0 £200

27-May-18
Performance at Family Fun Day in Thompson Park of Heritage 

research work carried out by youth group with BYT and Blaze
383 0 70 10 0 0 0 £500

28-Aug-18 Historical research group meeting 4 0 7 1 0 0 0 £50

24-Jan-19

Heritage of Burnley Parks, a presentation by the U3A History 

Group, based on their historical research of Burnley's Parks. 

Event was held in the Unitary Church Padiham to a full house

300 7 14 2 0 0 0 £100

11-Jun-19

Presentation of history research, Members of U3A met to hear 

the results of the research work presented at Unitary Chapel, 

Padiham

50 0 0 0 0 0 0 £0

11-Oct-18
Youth group activity in Pavillion, introduction to park project, 

guided walk and history/heritage talk and activities
9 9 18 2 0 0 0 £100

Totals 1179 70 296 41 2 6 1 £2,200
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impossible to continue with the initial training course idea. Instead ‘Bank Hall and All That’ 

became a much wider community research project working with all ages and all 

backgrounds.   

 
Participants return to the Pavilion for welcome refreshments following guided walk  

 
What we would do differently in future: 
 
One of the main lessons learned is that the heritage research could have been started much 
earlier in the delivery of the programme. For example, if the adult research volunteers had 
been recruited earlier, possibly from 2014 or 2016, then their research results could have 
been available earlier, in good time to help inform and create a range of exhibition materials, 
interpretation panels, web based information and guided heritage walks etc. All of which 
would have been helpful resources for the Community Engagement Ranger to use during 
the delivery of many of the activities outlined in the Activity Plan. As it was the heritage 
research results were produced in June 2019, almost near the end of the project. 
 
The heritage research volunteers, as well as attending several group events and meetings, 
also undertook a substantial amount of research independently. Unfortunately, there is no 
formal record of the number of substantial number of hours that our heritage research 
volunteers contributed towards the project. Some individual estimates are in the order of 
hundreds of hours per person. Volunteers also produced newspaper articles, undertook 
visits to libraries, identified photographic and newspaper articles by searching through 
archives, carried out interviews with park users and other volunteers, took photographs and 
made phone calls all at their own expense. Given more administration time the Community 
Engagement Ranger would have like to collate the details of the contributions that all these 
volunteers made in order to include them in the project records and reports. 
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The Heritage Hub 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summary of The Heritage Hub engagement activities 2018 - 2020 

 Original target  
outputs and outcomes 

Actual achieved  
outputs and outcomes 

Target 
audience 

Local residents 
Visitors 

Local residents, local schools and other youth 
groups, visitors 

Self guided 
trails 

2 1 Wildlife Identification trail produced for 
Bioblitz event could be redesigned and made 
available for regular public use 
1 Tree trail initiated but not completed 
1 Heritage trail initiated but not completed 
1 Self-guided Battle of the Brun river trail 
previously published by Ribble Rivers Trust, 
used for group activities in the park 
1 Mammal trail previously designed by Ranger 
team, used for group activities but needs 
updating to become a self-guided trail 

People 
engaged 

4000 leaflets 
1000 PDF downloads 

Over 500 people utilised a self-guided wildlife 
identification trail during the Bioblitz event 
days 
Over 1000 people utilised self-guided fun trails 
through the park organised by Burnley Leisure 

 
Achievements to date include: 

• Council Ecologist organised the Bioblitz event days including the production of a self-
guided trail to help identify and record wildlife in Thompson Park 

• Initial research to develop a leaflet on ‘The Trees of Thompson Park’ has been 
completed by the Community Engagement Ranger. The Friends of the park are now 
considering raising further funds to continue this work and to develop similar walking 
trails for the neighbouring Queens Park 

• Interpretation information on The Mammals of Thompson Park was utilised for group 
activities including by Burnley College Countryside Management students who were 
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going to modernise the information and design a trail through the park (however this 
was not completed) 

• Burnley Leisure hosted several fun activity days utilising themed self-guided trails 
throughout Thompson Park, for example a pumpkin trail during the school holidays 
around Halloween 

• Burnley College countryside management students were actively involved in 
designing interpretation information for the park, specifically for wildlife and 
mammals. Unfortunately, however, the staff member leading the student group left 
their post at Burnley College without forwarding the resulting student work  

• Burnley College countryside management students were actively involved in 
designing interpretation information for the park, specifically for wildlife and 
mammals. Unfortunately, however, the staff member leading the student group left 
their post at Burnley College without forwarding the resulting student work  

• The Steering group were actively involved in developing a heritage trail leaflet with 
the following 13 points of interest ideas to mark the different locations 

 
No. Location Park display 
1 Pavilion Blue Plaque  

placed onto a brick part of the wall 
2 Conservatory A2 interpretation board with history & photographs of the 

conservatory 
3 Bridge and lake A2 display stand waist height green frame in herbaceous 

bed beside lake with good view of bridge 
4 Mackenzie pavilion 

and Rose Garden 
Include existing monument in heritage walk – possibly also 
a good place for a talking bench? 

5 Paddling pool Heritage photo(s) onto tiles then into a mosaic on a brick 
wall? 

6 Boat 6 One of the original rowing boats already in the park now 
used as a flower bed – heritage photo could be displayed? 

7 Boat House Old photo(s) of queues and boats printed onto a board 
placed in the stone window section(s) 

8 River Brun/ tree by 
river 

River milestone or Brun Valley Forest Park – highlight the 
river heritage of the park for Burnley 

9 Open Air School Standing stone close to car park area to mark the site? 
Could combine with railway display below? 

10 Railways Include history of the area before the park, 1 or 2-sided 
interpretation board free standing or utilise a wall or notice 
board by the train station 

11 Italian Gardens A2 waist high interpretation panel located with good view of 
gardens on verge near new access ramp 

12 Beech Garden Could designate this beautiful space as a peace garden? 
13 Weir Oldest part of the park is the weir (1292) Not visible from 

any existing path…so mention in trail leaflet and indicate 
along riverside (Could install a new footpath and seating 
area overlooking the weir) 

 
 
Significant challenges regarding the logic model for The Heritage Hub: 
 
The new heritage and nature trails and leaflets proposed were expected to draw on the 
information produced as a result of the research undertaken during ‘Bank Hall and All That’. 
Unfortunately, this research was not completed until June 2019. Which did not leave 
sufficient time to develop, design, publish and promote self-guided trail leaflets to the wider 
public. 
 
Unfortunately, the national challenge of austerity and the reductions in spending and staffing 
levels nationally for both local authority and adult education, resulted in significantly less staff 
time being available from the wider network of Council staff and the local Burnley College 
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than had been anticipated. With more administration time the Community Engagement 
Ranger may have identified other delivery partners to help, fortunately the Friends of the 
Park group are keenly interested in the local history of the park and several members remain 
keen to explore opportunities to continue this work including undertaking further fundraising 
and developing a full range of informative topical leaflets/downloadable resources. 
 
Roger Frost would like to produce a book covering the history of Burnley’s Parks. The 
specification would be a coffee table book suitable and appropriate for everyone including 
children. One of the great things of Burnley are the parks and such a book could help to 
promote and celebrate them. Roger would involve several helpers on the project including 
artists and photographers as the book would be comprised of many photographs and 
illustrations rather than editorial. The content could include modern aerial views and original 
architect drawings. 
 

What we would do differently in future: 
 
One of the main lessons learned is that the research and development of the self-guided 
trails could have been started much earlier in the delivery of the programme. Once produced 
both the heritage and nature trail leaflets would then have been immensely helpful for the 
Community Engagement Ranger to use during the delivery of the Activity Plan.  
 
Stronger leadership at Steering Group meetings could have helped to focus on outcomes 
and results for this element of the Activity Plan. The Heritage Hub and the guided walk 
leaflets were regularly discussed in Steering Group meetings, however there seemed to be 
an overall a lack of clear decision making in the proposals presented. Instead the Steering 
Group discussed a wide range of ideas including the development of a safari ruck sack for 
young explorers, the installation of a brass rubbing trail and many more excellent ideas, 
which were quite simply over and above the specific outputs in the activity plan.  
 
It would be helpful in future if the Steering Group meetings included some time for open 
creative development proposals. Perhaps small working groups of interested individuals 
could then be formed to explore these ideas further.  
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Guided Walks Programme 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activities 2018 - 2020: 
 

 

Date of 

activity
Description

Participati

on 

Number 

attending

Volunteer

s 

Unskilled

Hours 

Unskilled 

vol

Days 

Unskilled 

Vol

Volunteer

s Skilled

Hours 

skilled vol

Days 

skilled vol

Volunteer

s 

Professio

nal

Hours 

professio

nal vol

Days Prof 

Vol

08-May-18
Guided walk with U3A, Historical research, Miniature railway volunteers gave 

introduction and hosted event
18 1 3 0 2 6 1 0 0

13-May-18 Guided walk with young people and Blaze for Generate 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

23-Jun-18
Bioblitz event (day 2) open to the public including guided walks on Trees of 

Thompson Park
500 11 68 10 0 0 0 6 60 6

27-Jun-18 Guided walk with Steering Group 8 0 0 0 4 8 1 0 0 0

25-Jul-18
Guided walk during visit by group of NCS young people planning volunteer 

activities and learning about working in the parks
23 20 40 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

09-Aug-18
Guided walk with Syrian family refugees and young people with NCS to meet park 

staff and plan volunteer activities
26 24 48 6 0 0 0 0 0 0

19-Aug-18
Guided walk during Grand Opening including official opening of gates by Deputy 

Mayor and family fun activities throughout the park
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14-Sep-18 Walk Leader training delivered by Newground 10 9 18 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

16-Sep-18

Guided walk during Memory Walk event including guided walk, volunteers 

serving tea and cakes in the Pavilion, volunteer prepared the refreshments and 

baked cakes, donations of raffle prizes included £450 of prizes dontated by local 

photography gallery

35 28 28 4 3 14 2 0 0 0

18-Oct-18
Guided walk in the evening with new Youth Group 'Generation Change' with 

Super Slow Way, Blaze and including educational activities
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

20-Feb-19
Guided walk as part of the launch of the new Family Hub Project based in the 

Pavilion building in partnership with Action For Children and Burnley Leisure
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14-May-19

Guided walk with visiting group 'Friends of Stanley Park', volunteer members of 

Friends of Thompson and Queens Park delivered presentations and assisted all 

day

18 4 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

11-Jun-19
Heritage guided walk for the Briercliffe Society led by Steering Group member 

and Volunteer Historian Roger Frost
11 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0

20-Jun-19
Guided tour of Thompson Park with new Youth Group 'Generation Change' and 

Blaze staff
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

24-Jun-19 Guided walk in Park with new volunteer applying to join group 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

09-Jul-19

Guided walk for NCS group, project planning activity, meetings with Gardening 

and Ranger teams to learn about the roles, opportunities and challenges for park 

staff

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15-Jul-19
Guided walk with NCS group, project planning activity and meetings with friends 

group and park staff
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

24-Jul-19

Guided walk with new Horticulture Apprentices, followed by volunteer activities 

(removal of Ash Tree regrowth adjacent to train track, weeding in the rose garden 

and plant identification

6 0 0 0 6 24 3 0 0 0

30-Jul-19
Guided walk with NCS young people meet Gardening and Ranger teams to learn 

about working in the park
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10-Sep-19
Guided walk with Probus Group during visit park, Pavilion venue , heritage 

presentation and talk
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

07-Dec-19
Santa Stroll, Friends of the Park in partnership with Rosemere Cancer Foundation, 

host Santa Stroll with over 30 participants
45 7 21 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals 880 105 235 31 16 56 7 6 60 6
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Summary of Guided Walks community engagement activities 2018 - 2020 

 Original target  
outputs and outcomes 

Actual achieved  
outputs and outcomes 

Target 
audience 

Local community 
Visitors 
Affinity Groups 

Local community 
Visitors 
Affinity groups including: U3A, Syrian 
Family Refugees, Burnley College, 
National Citizen Service, Civic Trust, 
Probus Group, Friends of Stanley Park, 
Rosemere Cancer Foundation, 
Alzeihmers Society 

Walks 9 guided walks in 2 years 
with 90 participants 
Leading a minimum of: 
(3 cultural heritage) 
(3 nature walks) 

22 Guided walks in 2 years  
Over 380 participants join guided walks 
Nature walks include Tree walk, 
Wildflowers walk, River walk 
 

People 10 participants per walk 
4 volunteers trained 
 

Average of 18 people joined each walk 
10 volunteers completed the walk leader 
training course 
Over 6 walk leaders hosted guided 
walks in the park 

 
Example of the impact of the guided walks programme 
 
Bioblitz : The table below indicates findings from the day and highlights external factors that 
affected the successes of the weekend. 
 

Aspect Positives Things could improve on 

Atmosphere 
on the day(s) 

Fabulous weather for the event for 
people, with over 500 people 
attending on Saturday (estimated) 
Attracted families, parents and 
children interested in wildlife 
Excellent feedback from the charity 
stalls, Lancashire Wildlife Trust 
secured over 12 new members on 
the day (compared to between 1- 3 
per day at much larger events) 
Started to get busier after 3 pm 
Positive feedback from the 
participants taking part 
 

Cool mornings slowed down the insect 
activity early on – start the event a bit later 
next year and run on later 
Bat walk not carried out because of light 
evening – plan this for another season/event 
Change the time of the event to run a bit 
later to capture wider audience 
Participants could have something to take 
away with them – like a badge – as a 
souvenir 
Volunteers busy carrying out surveys and 
helping participants identify finds –no time 
allocated to collect/complete formal 
feedback forms 

Volunteers Jean providing refreshments brought 
volunteers together 
Excellent collection of skilled 
naturalists volunteering over several 
days 
Scouts were also a good help on the 
day providing refreshments  
Walk leaders offered guided walks 
on a wide range of topics 

Additional support for Jean next year to help 
prepare and serve food 
More vegetarian and vegan food (NB not fish 
or egg) 
Photography volunteer did not attend and 
gave no notice 
Involve more scouts next year to help 
including opportunity to earn a badge 
Could include additional specialisms next 
year – Mammal trapping, Hedgehog rescue, 
Bee keeping, Butterfly conservation society, 
Plant life etc 
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Species/ 
results 

Over 400 species of plants and 
animals identified to date 
Interesting finds include: 
 A cockchafer – 1st for East 
Lancashire 
10 spotted ladybird 
Also identified invasive species of 
ladybird – Harlequin ladybird 
 

Delay getting all results back – particularly 
from Ribble Rivers Trust – which delays the 
momentum e.g. press coverage etc 
Could include more info for participants 
about what will happen to the survey 
results… why the survey is important 

School day RRT helped to arrange the school 
groups visiting for the event, 
Worsthorne, Heasandford, St Peters 
all attending with over 30 students 
each 

Include other schools e.g. Stoneyholme, 
Spring Wood, St Marys 
Involve Burnley Leisure for an activity for the 
groups 
 

Setting up / 
layout 

Excellent maps for the event 
Excellent preparation with the 
design of the banners 
Activities well-spaced out all through 
the park 
Excellent idea to have a HUB – also 
that this was outside rather than 
inside a building 

Prepare more volunteers to help with the 
erecting of gazebos 
Area of the park not yet surveyed = wooded 
area beyond the railway – include this area 
next year 
Hub may be closer to the entrance perhaps 
 

Press 
coverage/ 
publicity 

Excellent logo, high vis vests, 
banners 
Event promoted on Facebook and 
Council Web site 
Graphics team involved with the 
production of good quality maps etc 

Friends of park to help promote event next 
year on new web site and newsletter and 
posters 
Could we include more art in the park for the 
event – like a giant knitted ladybird perhaps? 

 
 
What we would do differently in future: 
In addition to the activities completed the Steering Group would have also liked to advertise 
an open and regular programme of walks and talks which could be publicised widely. The 
main reason for this not being possible was the delay in completing the building work on the 
Pavilion and then changing the management structure and booking system for the use of the 
building.  
 
A monthly walk and talk, in addition to promoting the park and its facilities, could help to 
attract new audiences to the park and new members to the Friends of the Park group.  
 
Bioblitz 2018 and 2019 were a huge success in terms of numbers and engagement, 
improvements going forward would be to arrange more volunteers to facilitate the activities, 
help the public with their enquiries about 
the wildlife surveys and collect/complete 
formal feedback forms and record the 
event visually with photographs etc. 

A Friends of the Park web site would have 
been a helpful location for a public archive 
of the wildlife recorded in Thompson Park. 
It could also encourage self-guided walks 
by making the spotter sheets available to 
download all year round. 
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Interpretation 

 
Activities: 
 
Notice boards were renovated by volunteers: 
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Heritage information produced by volunteer research as part of ‘Bank Hall and All That …’ 
activities has enabled the design and production of three interpretation panels so far…. 
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Summary of Interpretation community engagement activities 2018 - 2020 

 Original target  
outputs and outcomes 

Actual achieved  
outputs and outcomes 

Target 
audience 

All visitors to the park 
Young visitors to the 
park 

All visitors to the park 
Young people 16 – 25  

Interpretation  A number (not specified) 
of interpretation panels 
App trail utilising 
information technology 

3 informative heritage boards designed and 
installed in-situ in Italian Gardens, Mackenzie 
Memorial and Conservatory 
Finger post signs and notice boards renovated 
by volunteers 
Maps of park installed 
Entrance signs installed 
Events banner(s) & display posts installed 

Record 1,000 users of App 
Post-project 
questionnaire 

Over 300 people attended Plastic Paradise 
light event designed and hosted by the young 
volunteers 
Surveys completed throughout the project 

 
Significant changes from the logic model for Interpretation: 
 
Unfortunately we did not manage to secure the support of the IT and Design students of 
Burnley College during the period of the project. The Community Engagement Ranger 
delivered a talk at Burnley College for the whole year group and together with volunteers 
attended Fresher’s Fair events each year. However the work to produce an Interpretive App 
for the Park was considered too advanced for the students at the time who already had their 
own programme of work.  
 
Instead, working in partnership with Super Slow Way and Blaze, The Community 
Engagement Ranger helped to run a weekly youth group in the Park. The group explored 
local issues including crime, poverty, the environment, pollution, health and well-being, drug 
abuse and many more all the time exploring how the park has and can have an increasingly 
important role in tackling/mitigating/relieving some of these issues. 
 
The young people learned how to plan and run an event as well as used innovative software 
and technology to produce a short film presented as the ‘Festival of Light’. This output can 
be considered as an interpretation because although it was only a temporary light installation 
in the park there is a permanent record of it on-line and in film. 
 
What we would do differently in future: 
 
The main lesson learned would be 
to establish a web-based resource 
for the heritage information at the 
beginning of the programme. This 
would then provide the framework 
onto which an interactive App trail 
could be developed. With the 
framework in place the College 
students may then have felt able to 
contribute and deliver smaller 
topical aspects of work that could 
meet the requirements of their 
course as well as contribute 
towards an App based trail in the 
Park. 
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6 : THEME 2 : HEALTHY LIVING: 
 
Park user survey results in 2018/19 indicate that the main reasons for people visiting the 
park were for healthy exercise in the 
fresh air:  

• Taking children/grandchildren to 
play outside (65.8%) 

• Exercise and fresh air (54.8%) 

• To enjoy the gardens (46.6%) 

• Picnic (38.4%) 

• Peace and quiet/relaxation 
(31.5%) 

 
Visitors also specifically came to the park 
to actively use the sporting facilities: 

• Miniature railway (50.7%) 

• Boat hire (38.4%) 

• Paddling pool (37%) 

• Casual games – football/rounders 
etc (16.4%) 

 
Survey responses also indicated that the park is valued for the ducks, geese and squirrels, 
as a Pokemon Go stops location and by college students undertaking plant and tree 
identification activities. 
 
Burnley is one of the most deprived district authorities in the UK and has faced the largest 
cuts in government funding of any UK authority. Residents of the areas surrounding 
Thompson Park experience the multiple deprivations of low incomes, poor health and live in 
poor quality terraced housing with no gardens.  

 
Figures for life expectancy at birth by local authority reveal that Burnley district has male and 
female averages significantly below the England figures. Life expectancy for men in Burnley 
is 76.2 years (compared to the national average of 79.6) and for women 80.9 (compared to 
the national average of 83.1). (4) 
 
Therefore the survey results clearly demonstrate that there is a local demand for safe, high 
quality, free to use, green space that's accessible for all and national statistics demonstrate 
an essential need to improve the health of the residents that live in the area.  
 
The activity plan outlined the following three topics: 

1. Getin2 
2. Health Walks 
3. Womens fitness activities 

 
The intention for these themed activites was to engage the local community in not only 
enjoying and utilising the park and its facilities, but also to support and encourage people to 
be active.  
 
By providing the equipment and staff to facilitate and safe guard groups and/or individuals, 
the range of activities in ‘Healthy Living’ are designed to enable more people to simply ‘have 
a go’, be active, meet others and gain confidence in a potentially life changing skill and/or 
healthy activity.  
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http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/lancashire-insight/health-and-care/health-inequalities/life-expectancy.aspx
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Getin2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activities 2018 - 2020: 
 
Family Cycling 
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Family Kayaking 
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Family Multi-sports 
 

 
Participation in the summer programme: 
Burnley Leisure's summer activity programme began at the end of July and ran till the end of 
August in both 2018 and 2019. In the first week alone 46 people attended the family 
kayaking, 5 people joined the cycling and the family multi-sport sessions attracted 9 children 
and 4 adults. 
 
Family Multi-sports activities included Xplorer Olympics, Kwik Cricket, Archery, Rounders, 
Football and Nature Detectives. The number of participants averaged around 19/20 with one 
of the most popular activities being Family Kwik Cricket with regular turn out and with good 
weather every time. One of the least attended activities, was the family sports scheduled on 
Fridays, which may simply be a weather-related issue as it was reported to be wetter 
weather almost every Friday that summer. 
 
The weather had a significant impact on attendance numbers for the activities. The 
unseasonal sunny weather provided a boost for kayak numbers, drawing in an average of 44 
participants for each Monday in the last half of July and first half of August. Conversely when 
the weather changed to wet and cloudy conditions later in August, numbers were 
significantly lower than in previous weeks.  
 

Family Kayaking 2018 Family Cycling 2018 

Monday 23rd July 47 Wednesday 25th July 5 

Monday 30th July 52 Wednesday 1st August 3 

Monday 6th August 45 Wednesday 8th August 2 

Monday 13th August 35 Wednesday 22nd August 1 

Monday 20th August 8   
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Although the participation rate for the family cycling was much lower than kayaking, Burnley 
Leisure still considered the activity a success because participants commented on how they 
hadn’t cycled since they were children and how the project represented the first time they’d 
ever cycled with their children. Therefore, the impact of this opportunity should not be 
underestimated in terms of bringing families closer together, populating the park with positive 
activities and improving the health of the local community. One case study is a 78-year-old 
man, who had not cycled for 40 years, attended the family cycling sessions and gained the 
confidence to get back in the saddle going on to explore the wider local area.  
 
Family Archery 

 
 
Additional Activities a legacy for the Restoration Programme: 
In addition to the scheduled summer programme Burnley Leisure also ran activities 
throughout the school half term holidays in 2018 and 2019 including working with Burnley 
Council and Carers Link Lancashire to host Big Bike Day on Weds 24th October 2018.  
 
An interesting development following the restoration of the Park and its facilities is that 
Burnley Leisure chose to run an increasing number of events and activities utilising 
Thompson Park as base upon which to grow and develop its own programme and secure 
further funding for both short and longer term events and activities. A key example is in 
cycling, where previously Burnley Leisure ran a number of cycling activities from a container 
based in the car park of the St Peters Sports Centre. Learning to ride a bicycle in the calm 
and scenic setting of Thompson 
Park is far preferable than 
learning in a car park in the 
town centre and attracted more 
participants. 
 
Popular additional activities 
hosted in Thompson Park by 
Burnley Leisure included: 

• National Play Day 

• Cricket 

• 10K Run 

• Angling 
 
 
 

 

Young nature detectives with Burnley Leisure staff 
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Summary of Getin2 community engagement activities 2018 - 2020 

 Original target  
outputs and outcomes 

Actual achieved  
outputs and outcomes 

Target 
audience 

Local residents 
Young people 

Local residents 
Young people 

Activities 6 weeks in summer 2018 
6 weeks in summer 2019 
5 uniformed group sessions 
2018 
10 uniformed group 
sessions 2019 

5 weeks Summer 2018 
1 week Autumn 2018 
1 week Spring 2019 
6 weeks Summer 2019 
1 week Autumn 2019 
Over 15 school sessions as outdoor 
adventure packages 

People 20 additional people 
participating per day 
600 people take part in total 

187 Family kayaking 
At least 2,400 participants where 
records are available  
 

 
 
  

Date Description Participation

29-Apr-18 10 Km race Thompson park start and finish 320

18-May-18
Guided walk for health 1 km led by Jane Ingham, publicity and support by 

Burnley Leisure
23

31-May-18 Family Soft Archery 16

05-Jun-18 School group in the park, boating and orienteering 35

30-Jun-18
Community and school environment play session by Getin2 based around 

water/pond life, minnow trap session
30

23-Jul-18 Family Kayaking, Getin2 47

23-Jul-18 Family Kayaking, Getin2 47

25-Jul-18 Family Cycling, Getin2 5

27-Jul-18 Family multisport, Getin2 13

30-Jul-18 Family Kayaking, Getin2 52

31-Jul-18

Community and school orienteering and explorer sessions summer 2018 

by Getin2 in addition to family activities, including training volunteers to 

support the boat house activities

60

31-Jul-18
Community and school archery sessions summer 2018 by Getin2 in 

addition to family activities, including training volunteers to support the 
70

31-Jul-18
Community and school kayaking sessions summer 2018 by Getin2 in 

addition to family activities, including training volunteers to support the 
482

01-Aug-18 Family Cycling, Getin2 3

01-Aug-18 National Play Day 0

06-Aug-18 Family Kayaking, Getin2 45

08-Aug-18 Family Cycling, Getin2 2

13-Aug-18 Family Kayaking, Getin2 35

17-Aug-18 Family multisport, Getin2 8

20-Aug-18 Family Kayaking, Getin2 8

22-Aug-18 Family Cycling, Getin2 1

24-Oct-18 Big Bike Day 1000

23-May-19 Wheels for All event 0

28-May-19 Xplorer activities in the park with Burnley Leisure 22

29-May-19 Kwik Cricket activities in the park with Burnley Leisure 18

24-Jul-19 Xplorer activities in the park with Burnley Leisure 12

25-Jul-19 Xplorer activities in the park with Burnley Leisure 11

30-Jul-19 Family Kayaking, Getin2 21

31-Jul-19 Archery activities in the park with Burnley Leisure 19

06-Aug-19 Nature Detective activities in the park with Burnley Leisure 15

07-Aug-19
National Play Day, wide range of activities in the park co-ordinated by 

Burnley Leisure team
0

11-Sep-19
Wheels for All, set up cycling project in new container in new Friends 

Compound, volunteers travel from Blackpool to help maintain bikes
0

Totals 2420
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Significant changes from the logic model for Getin2: 
The Logic Model states that the Community Engagement Ranger was to provide the booking 
system for the summer holiday and scout sessions. However, all the publicity and bookings 
were managed by Burnley Leisure as the delivery partner for this aspect of the Activity Plan.  
 
What we would do differently in future: 
Although the targets for the number of events and participation rates for this aspect of the 
activity plan have been met, there remain significant gaps in the information. The Community 
Engagement Ranger attended a Burnley Leisure staff meeting in advance of the 2019 
activity programme. It was intended to clarify the importance of participant feedback and 
partnership working in terms of both publicity and promotion before the activities as well as 
to inform the evaluation following them.  
 
Unfortunately, the park feedback forms were not used by Burnley Leisure and the only 
records provided of participant feedback are a few facebook entries.  
 
Therefore, a lesson learned is that next time a priority for any partnership project would be to 
include adequate staff time for the administration and management of the partnership 
process. Specifically, the planning and scheduling of activities and the collection and 
collation of feedback in order to help inform and direct the programme of activities.  
 
Most of the advertising for all the Getin2 activities was on-line, which is good for a young 
audience. However, it could be that more people would benefit from information in other 
formats. In future the methods of publicity and advertising could be detailed in the 
partnership agreement and will include press releases, posters and attending events.  
 
Change/update the signs at the park entrance which currently state ‘No Cycling’. 
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Health Walks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activities 2018 - 2020: 
 
Volunteer walk leaders Bob and Beryl lead a weekly health walk 

 
 

 

‘I enjoy the walk, it is good 

to meet others and it helps 

me a lot as it does not feel 

as far when I am talking to 

people, it is beautiful here 

and we have different 

routes.’ (walk participant)   

‘It is beautiful now walking 

through Thompson Park the 

benches have been restored 

and the whole park is looking 

much better, I feel safe here’ 

(walk participant) 
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Publicity for health walks 

     
 
Follow up publicity produced by attendees at event: 

 

Burnley 'Memory Walk' supporting those with Dementia. 

This weekend Haydens joined in the Burnley 'Memory Walk' in Thompson Park to show 
support and raise awareness for dementia sufferers as part of a national campaign by 
the Alzheimer's Society. The walk around the park took just under an hour where we 
recieved a tour including information about the park and its nature.  

The event was free to join and the new refurbished park was a perfect place to host the 
walk. We joined the raffle afterwards and watched the donations build towards the 
brilliant charity.  
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 Participants on the Memory Walk approach the Italian gardens in Thompson Park 

 
Rosemere Cancer Foundation and ELHT&Me took part in the town’s first ever official one-

mile Thompson Park Santa Stroll in December 2018 and came back again in 2019. 

 

Louise Grant, Rosemere Cancer Foundation’s East Lancs fundraising co-ordinator, said: 

“We are very grateful to everyone who turned out to make the Santa Stroll such a great 

event. All our strollers and marshals got together afterwards for refreshments in the 

park’s pavilion, which is a great facility. Like the park itself, I understand it has 

benefitted from some Heritage Lottery funding and we would like to thank Community 

Engagement Ranger Victoria Woods for all her help in hosting the Santa Stroll.” 
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Summary of Health Walks community engagement activities 2018 - 2020 

 Original target  
outputs/ outcomes 

Actual achieved  
outputs/ outcomes 

Target 
audience 

Local community Local community 
 

Activities 1 health walk per week 
1 walk leader trained 

1 health walk per week for two years 
3 walk leaders trained and supported by 
Getin2 and the Community Engagement 
Ranger 
1 Health walk poster designed, printed and 
circulated throughout Burnley centre and 
doctors’ surgeries in the area 
1 Memory walk in aid of Alzheimer’s Society 
2 Santa stroll walks (1 each year) in aid of 
Rosemere Cancer Foundation 

People 10 participants 2018 
20 participants 2019 

15 – 20 participants per week 2018 
20 – 26 participants per week 2019  

 
 
Significant changes from the logic model for Health Walks: 
 
The one significant change from the logic model is that instead of leading a weekly health 
walk the Community Engagement Ranger identified volunteer health walk leaders who were 
available to lead them from the start then support them in whatever way they wished, for 
example in helping with publicity and in providing information about the heritage of the park. 
 
 
What we would do differently in future: 
 
It was coincidence but the volunteer day was Tuesday, the same day as the walk leaders 
held the health walk. In future it would be preferable to hold the two different activities on 
different days of the week. 
 
However, one of the benefits 
of the health walkers meeting 
the volunteers is that a regular 
participant of the Health Walks 
became a regular volunteer on 
Tuesdays, joining the 
volunteers after completing 
the walk. A further two people 
from the health walks have 
sponsored a Commemorative 
Tree in Thompson Park 
contributing to match funding 
for the programme and a 
family contact of one of these 
sponsors has also committed 
to sponsoring a further tree in 
the near future. 
 
 

  

 

Health Walk Leaders Bob and Beryl raise funds for the  

Rosemere Cancer Foundation 
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Women's Fitness Camps 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activities 2018 - 2020: 
Informally a group of Asian women enjoyed an early morning walk in Thompson Park on 
Wednesdays. This is an independent group and as a result, the figures are not being 
formally gathered by the project. The group did not wish to formalise or publicise 
themselves, they appeared to be self-contained and content.  

The Community Engagement Ranger and Burnley Borough Council explored a number of 
opportunities to reach out to the Asian Ladies in the area including: 

• Meeting with a local Asian lady who could deliver self-defence classes 

• Meeting with an Asian lady who wished to set up a fashion show/event in the park 

• Meeting local elders in a popular community base, the Jinnah Centre 

• Visit Mosques in the area to speak with women’s groups 

• Working with 3 Primary Care Networks (PCN’s) and Doctor’s surgeries to establish 
referral paths to utilise Thompson Park as a venue for Women’s Fitness activities. 
 

Although each interaction was positive and well received, none resulted in the delivery of 
fitness camps specifically for Asian ladies in the park. 
  
Asian ladies did enthusiastically participate in: 

 

• Youth group (16 – 25 Yrs)  

• Volunteer activities with NCS 

(16 – 24 Yrs)  

• Tuesday health walk (led by 

Bob and Beryl) 

• Reetu Sattar workshop (over 

30 local Asian ladies met with 

the artist and participated in 

cultural and mental health 

and well-being activities 

(Summer 2019) 

• Informal Wednesday morning 

walks 
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Visitor feedback of the Reetu Sattar experience: 

 

 

 
 

  

Sport England reported in 2015 that , "Fear of judgement, [lack of] confidence, 

not having enough time – our research shows there are a mix of practical and 

emotional pressures that stop many women from being as active as they would 

like. 40% of women aged 16 and over are not active enough to get the full health 

benefits of sport and physical activity, compared to 35% of men". 

Kim Dale, Sport England's Strategic Lead for Campaigns said "In 2018 you're 

more than twice as likely to be inactive if you're a woman working in a shop 

or call centre or doing much more routine-based, lower-paid work than 

managerial professions. And that leads to other inequalities in life – wellbeing 

outcomes, mental outcomes...it impacts on quality and longevity of life". 
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Widening the remit of the Activity Plan 
to include exercise for all women: 

Female only Cycling 
Over 20 ladies registered with Burnley 
Leisure’s ladies only cycling group which 
met on Tuesday evenings.  
 
This activity was popular with between 10 
– 12 participants joining regularly. It was 
organised utilising existing equipment and 
facilities available in the park.  
 
The cycling activity was opened to all 
women including Asian ladies and was 
considered to be one small but important 
step towards redressing the gender health 
imbalance that exists not only locally, but 
nationally. 
 
Evidence of its success includes the case 
study of one lady who had not cycled for 
50 years. Joining this group enabled her to 
gain the confidence to get cycling again. 
 
 
Feedback from participants: 
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Summary of Women’s Fitness Camps community engagement activities 2018 - 2020 

 Original target  
outputs and outcomes 

Actual achieved  
outputs and outcomes 

Target 
audience 

Bangladeshi women Women 
Young women 16 – 25 

Activities 1 session per week 
2 Volunteer helpers trained 

Womens Cycling 1 session per week 
(Spring – Summer – Autumn) 
Asian Artist installation for 1 month 
summer 2019 
Youth group weekly meetings Oct 18– 
March 2019 

People 10 regular participants 2018 
20 regular participants 2019 

Womens cycling had 20 registered with 
an average of 10 – 12 participating each 
week 
Youth group had 10 members 4 of which 
were Asian ladies 

 
Significant changes from the logic model for Women’s Fitness Camps: 
 
Following the restoration of the Park there were small groups of local Asian ladies using the 
park for exercise early on Wednesday mornings. This was self-led and considered to be 
sustainable in its own right and the participants did not wish to increase the size of the 
group; they preferred to do their own thing. The Community Engagement Ranger did not 
interrupt this very positive activity and the informality of it meant that no target outputs have 
been recorded.  
 
Early in the delivery of the Activity Plan the Community Engagement Ranger met with a local 
Asian lady who could have helped to run self-defence activities in the park. It was 
considered important to have a sheltered venue to meet and exercise in with the option of 
outdoor activities occasionally. Unfortunately, there were delays in the completion of the 
Pavilion building, followed by delays with the heating system for the building followed by 
delays with the booking system for using the building. These delays made it impossible to 
confirm, book, publicise and host any regular weekly keep fit indoor activity for Asian women 
or otherwise. When the building was ready the lady was no longer available having travelled 
to work abroad. 
 
What we would do differently in future: 
 

The main lessons learned are that in order to be successful, the need for a regular 
event/activity would necessarily come from the community themselves. It is a significant ask 
for someone to come out of their comfort zone to try something new in a new place with new 
people unless they really want to do so. 

The idea for an Asian Women’s Fitness Camp may be well intentioned, however it may not 
be what the local Bangladeshi ladies want (even if it may be good for their health) just at this 
moment in time.  

Such a challenge requires carefully planned community engagement and preparation time. 
Therefore, in future it would be preferable to include adequate staff time for the networking, 
administration and meetings necessary to establish a new (and thriving) Asian Ladies 
community group which includes fitness, health and well-being activities in the park.    

 


